“Promotion of Counter measures against marine plastic litter in Southeast Asia and India”
A storyline is created to effectively depict the importance of the clean up activity that was carried out at Chimbai Beach, Bandra on 3rd December, 2019

Flow of Presentation:
Introduction to the site
Clean up grid photos- Before and After Clean up
Plastic litter within the grid
Introductory Session
Volunteers wearing PPE
Volunteers collecting waste
Volunteers segregating waste
Types of plastic collected
Group photo post clean up
CHIMBAI BEACH CLEAN UP

BANDRA, MUMBAI

3.12.19

Participants:

National Productivity Council (NPC)

Volunteers from Karamveer Bhaurao Patil (KBP) college
INTRODUCTION TO THE SITE

LOCATION OF THE CLEAN UP

CHIMBAI VILLAGE
CLEAN UP GRID PHOTOS

BEFORE CLEAN UP

AFTER CLEAN UP
PLASTIC LITTER WITHIN THE GRID
VOLUNTEERS BEING INSTRUCTED ABOUT THE CLEAN UP
VOLUNTEERS WEARING PPE
VOLUNTEERS COLLECTING WASTE
VOLUNTEERS COLLECTING WASTE
VOLUNTEERS SEGREGATING WASTE
16 TYPES OF PLASTIC WERE COLLECTED
Some of the examples are:

- Black Bags
- Single-use plastic
- Multilayer plastic
- Medicine packaging
- Bottle caps
- Plastic bottles
- Polyester
- Tubes
- Cutlery
GROUP PHOTO POST CLEAN UP
THANK YOU